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Abstract 

Automatic content-based video indexing is an important 
research problem. One approach is to extract text appear- 
ing in video as an indication of a scene’s semantic content. 
Most work so far has focused only on detecting the spatial 
extent of text instances in individual video frames. But text 
occurring in video usually persists for several seconds. This 
constitutes a text event that should be entered only once in 
the video index. Therefore it is necessary to determine the 
temporal extent of text events by combining the results of 
text detection on individual frames over time. This is a non- 
trivial problem because a text event may move, rotate, grow, 
shrink, or otherwise change throughout its lifetime. Such 
text effects are common in television programs and com- 
mercials to attract viewer attention, but have so far been 
ignored in the literature. In this paper; we present a method 
for detecting and tracking moving, changing caption text 
events in MPEG-I compressed video. 

1. Introduction 

As the popularity of digital video grows, quantities of 
available video are rapidly increasing. Efficient navigation 
of such vast collections of digital video requires automatic 
indexing based on content. Algorithms are needed that au- 
tomatically extract semantic information from video. 

One approach is to extract text occurring in video. Text 
in video often reflects semantic content to some extent. For 
example, captions in television newscasts summarize rele- 
vant names, locations, and times pertaining to a news story. 
Movies and television programs include credits that indi- 
cate names of characters and actors. Text in commercials 
indicates company name and product information. 

Extraction of text from video frames is more challenging 
than that from document images. Color video frames have 
much lower resolution than document images. Lossy video 
compression techniques (such as MPEG) cause color bleed- 

ing, blocking artifacts, and loss of contrast. Text stroke 
color is not known a priori, and the background is often 
complex and changing. 

In addition, the temporal nature of video must be con- 
sidered. Text in video usually persists for several seconds, 
creating a text event. During its lifetime, the text may re- 
main stationary or it may move. It may remain rigid, or it  
may shrink, grow, rotate, or change perspective. Characters 
may break apart or join together. As long as the content of 
the text string remains the same from frame to frame, it  is 
still part of the same text event. 

While a significant amount of work is found in the lit- 
erature on extracting text from images, there has been rel- 
atively little work on text extraction from video. Most ap- 
proaches simply apply text extraction on individual video 
frames without considering the temporal dimension. Dif- 
ferent algorithms exploit different features to localize text. 
Popular approaches include examining edge features [ 1, 
121, stroke features [ 5 ] ,  color features [7, 101, and texture 
features [ 141. At Penn State, we have developed a system 
that combines the output of multiple text detection algo- 
rithms using a decision fusion module for more robust de- 
tection results [6]. 

Some work has considered the temporal nature of video 
to some extent. Shim et a1 [ 131 identify regions with homo- 
geneous intensity, obtain positive and negative images by 
double thresholding, and apply heuristics to eliminate non- 
text regions. Inter-frame analysis is performed to reduce 
sporadic false-alarms and missed-detects caused by noisy 
individual frames. It is assumed that text remains stationary 
over time. Lienhart [9] segments individual video frames 
using properties of local color histograms and chooses re- 
gions corresponding to text based on heuristics. Tempo- 
ral analysis is used to refine detection results. When a po- 
tential text region is detected in a frame, the next frame is 
searched for a region similar in  size, color, and shape. If 
such an area is not found, the region is discarded as non- 
text. This approach assumes text remains rigid and moves 
in a simple, linear manner. Li and Doermann [8] use a neu- 
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ral network trained on texture features to find text regions. 
They also propose a text tracker for following moving text. 
The tracker is based on a simple least-square-error corre- 
spondence search around a small neighborhood. In postpro- 
cessing, tracking results are refined by analyzing character 
edges to handle text that changes size slowly from frame to 
frame. 

We observe the following about the text extraction from 
video work found in the literature to date. Extracting sta- 
tionary, horizontal text has been well-studied. However, de- 
tection of stylized text that rotates or changes size has been 
ignored. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of identifying 
caption text events in MPEG-1 digital video. In Section 2, 
we describe an efficient algorithm for detecting and local- 
izing caption text of arbitrary size and orientation in video 
frames. In Section 3, an algorithm for tracking text is pro- 
posed. The text tracker groups text located in individual 
frames into text events that persist over time. The tracker 
allows text to rotate, shrink, or grow, as long as the text 
content remains the same. 

2. Caption text detection and localization in 
video frames 

We are not aware of any work in the video domain that 
has considered text that is not horizontally-aligned. To de- 
tect stylized text events, like rotating captions, we require 
an algorithm that can detect text of arbitrary orientation. 

2.1. A DCT-based text detection algorithm 

We use the blockwise tx+dimensional discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) as a texture measure to detect text in 
video. This is attractive for use in video because the MPEG 
compression standard employs 8 x 8 pixel blockwise DCT. 
DCT features have been successfully applied to text re- 
gion detection in document images [4]. In a recent per- 
formance evaluation of text detection algorithms, we found 
that a DCT-based method for detecting constrained text in 
video frames gave the best performance [3]. The method 
described here is inspired by these DCT algorithms. 

The strong edge features and unique texture of text cre- 
ate a unique signature in the frequency domain. This causes 
text blocks to have high coefficient values for certain fre- 
quencies. The text texture energy of a block can be com- 
puted by summing selected coefficients within the DCT co- 
efficient matrix. We also observe that text of arbitrary ori- 
entation has a combination of horizontal and vertical text 
texture energy. The sum of a text region’s horizontal and 
vertical energy components gives the overall text texture en- 
ergy. 

These observations motivate the following method for 
detecting text blocks. For each luminance plane DCT block 
of a frame, the horizontal text texture energy TTEh is com- 
puted by summing the selected coefficients found to be opti- 
mal in [4]. Similarly, the vertical text texture energy TTE,  
is computed by transposing the DCT coefficient matrix, 
and then summing the coefficients. Horizontal and vertical 
groups of three blocks are examined at once to encourage 
regions with high TTEh to grow horizontally and blocks 
with high TTE,  to grow vertically. That is, the block at 
row i and column j in an image is marked as text if 

where T is a threshold. 
The fixed block size causes text with large stroke width 

to be missed. To handle text of arbitrary size, we employ 
a hierarchical subsampling process. After applying text de- 
tection on an original frame, it is subsampled in half. Text 
detection is again .applied. For each text block detected at 
this level in the hierarchy, the corresponding four blocks 
are marked as text in the original image. In our implemen- 
tation, we continue this procedure until a resolution of less 
than 160 x 120 has been reached. 

2.2. Text box localization 

Once individual blocks of a frame have been classified, 
we wish to group the blocks into text instances. This is 
done by finding tight bounding rectangles around each text 
instance. In the case of oriented text, the bounding rectangle 
should also be oriented at the appropriate angle. 

We propose an iterative greedy algorithm for localizing 
text instances. First, connected component analysis is per- 
formed for the blocks marked as text. Orthogonal bound- 
ing rectangles are computed for each component. Then, the 
bounding rectangles are iteratively refined. Each iteration 
of the greedy algorithm attempts to increase the criterion 

where Pt is the fraction of detected text pixels that lie un- 
derneath a rectangle, and P,t is the fraction of the rectan- 
gle’s area that covers non-text pixels. During each iteration, 
each rectangle is visited, and one of the following actions is 
taken: 

0 Rectangle is left unchanged 

0 Rectangle height or width is incremented or decre- 
mented by one block 
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0 Shift rectangle one block horizontally or vertically 

Rotate rectangle by 15 degrees clockwise or counter- 
clockwise 

At the end of each iteration, overlapping rectangles are 
merged if doing so does not lower the value of G. 

The iteration continues until convergence. Heuristics can 
then be applied to discard non-text regions based on rect- 
angle dimensions. In our implementation, rectangles with 
length or width less than 8 pixels are discarded. Very little 
text in video is smaller than this size, and even if present, it 
is unlikely that an OCR module could recognize them accu- 
rately. 

2.3. Results 

Figure 1 presents sample results of the algorithm applied 
to 320 x 240 pixel MPEG-I video frames captured from 
television. The superimposed rectangles indicate the results 
of text localization. The results demonstrate the algorithm’s 
effectiveness on a variety of text with different sizes, orien- 
tations, and language scripts. Note that image (c) includes 
some text missed by the algorithm. This text is less than 8 
pixels tall and thus was discarded by our size heuristic. 

The algorithm requires a fixed threshold as a parameter. 
However, our algorithm automatically adjusts this threshold 
based on the overall contrast of the video. We have found 
that this makes the algorithm not very sensitive to the choice 
of threshold. For example, all of the in Figure 1 were ob- 
tained using the same input threshold value. 

An advantage to this algorithm is its low computation 
cost. Since DCT coefficients are available in the I-frames 
of MPEG video, the block classification step involves triv- 
ial addition and comparison operations. The MPEG video 
file need not be fully decompressed for the algorithm to be 
applied. The rectangle determination process typically con- 
verges in few iterations. 

In some applications, it may be sufficient to perform text 
detection on just I-frames, since they occur relatively fre- 
quently in the MPEG stream. To process predictive (P- and 
B-) frames, it is necessary to reconstruct the DCT coeffi- 
cients using motion compensation. For speed, it is possible 
to perform motion vector compensation in the frequency do- 
main [ l l]. 

3. Text Event Determination 

After text detection is performed on individual video 
frames, we wish to group text instances into events that per- 
sist over time. That is, given text detected in a frame, it is 
necessary to determine if the same text occurs in the next 
frame, regardless of whether it has rotated or changed size. 

If so, both text rectangles are part of the same text event. If 
not, the current frame represents the end of the text event’s 
lifetime. 

3.1. Our approach 

It is observed that while the size, orientation, color, and 
other features of a text event may change over time, the ba- 
sic shapes of its characters remain constant. This property 
can be exploited to determine whether two localized text 
boxes correspond to the same text event. 

We analyze two consecutive frames at a time. First, the 
text box localization algorithm described in Section 2 is ap- 
plied to each frame. Oriented text instances are made hori- 
zontal by applying a rotation transformation. 

A text binarization algorithm is next applied to each text 
instance. We use the binarization algorithm developed in 
earlier work [ 2 ] .  This algorithm is designed to handle text of 
arbitrary and unknown color, so that no assumptions about 
text color need to be made. Next, connected component 
analysis is performed on the binarized text to locate individ- 
ual characters. The contour of each character is traversed. 
Each contour is then parameterized as two 1-D functions 
e ( t )  and r ( t ) ,  representing the angle and distance of each 
point on the contour from a reference point. A Gaussian 
filter is applied to smooth these functions. 

The resulting functions represent a signature of the shape 
of a given character. From this shape, feature points are ex- 
tracted. We use the points of maximum curvature (critical 
points) as our features. Zhu & Chirlian’s critical point de- 
tection algorithm [ 151 was used in our implementation. 

The row and column coordinates of features points 
within each detected text rectangle are normalized to be be- 
tween 0 and l .  To decide whether two text boxes A and B 
in two adjacent frames belong to the same text event, we 
employ the following distance measure: 

D ( A ,  B )  = min (dist (pi, q j ) )  + 
i 3  

where pi is a normalized feature point in box A, q j  is a 
normalized feature point in box B, and dist ( T ,  s) is the Eu- 
clidean distance between points r and s. 

Text boxes within the two consecutive frames are then 
analyzed as follows. For each pair of text boxes in the two 
frames, the distance D ( A ,  B )  is computed, and the pair with 
the lowest error is chosen. If the lowest error is below a 
threshold TD, the two text instances are declared to belong 
to the same text event. Otherwise, the text event’s lifetime is 
assumed to end with the current frame. Any text instances 
left unpaired in the second frame are assumed to be the start 
of a new text event. 
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Figure 1. Examples of detected and localized text in video frames. 

3.2. Results 

Experimentation was performed to investigate the pro- 
posed method’s accuracy. A dataset of 1005 frames contain- 
ing 11 1 text events was captured from television commer- 
cials. A variety of growing, shrinking, moving, and rotating 
text events were included. 

The evaluation was carried out as follows. The algorithm 
was run on the 1005-frame video sequence. For each pair 
of consecutive frames, the algorithm decided whether the 
text in the two frames belonged to the same text event or 
not. The outcome of each trial was classified into one of 
three categories: correct detect if the algorithm correctly 
stated that the text instances were the same, missed detect 
if the algorithm incorrectly stated that they were the same, 
or false alarm if the algorithm incorrectly concluded that 
they were different. Precision and recall statistics were then 
computed: 

correct detects 
correct detects + missed detects 

correct detects 
correct detects + fa l se  alarms 

Recall = 

Precision = 

an ROC curve. Each point on the curve shows the preci-. 
sion and recall achieved for one value of threshold To. It is 
observed from the ROC curve ihat very good precision and 
recall can be achieved. The optimal threshold value depends 
on the needs of the particular application. For example, if 
precision and recall are equally important, a threshold of 
TD = 0.55 is optimal, at which point precision and recall 
are both 97.5%. In a video indexing application, however, 
it is likely that a high recall would be more important than a 
high precision, since missing index entries are more harm- 
ful than duplicate entries. In this case, a recall of 100% is 
possible with a precision of 96% at TD = 0.40. 

4. Conclusion 

We describe algorithms for detecting, localizing, and 
tracking caption text in digital video. Detection and local- 
ization is performed on each individual video frame. Then, 
tracking is performed to identify text events that persist over 
time. Unlike other algorithms described in the literature so 
far, our methods are designed to handle stylized text that 
moves, rotates, and changes size over time. 

Many opportunities for future work in this area exist: 

Figure 2 presents the results of the experimentation as 0 The algorithms presented here work well for large, 
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Figure 2. ROC curve of tracker performance. 

high-contrast caption text events. Ongoing work in- 
cludes extending the algorithms to handle small text 
and text appearing in low-bitrate video data. 

0 Currently, we are performing the binarization algo- 
rithm on each frame individually. It may be possible 
to obtain a higher-quality, higher-resolution binariza- 
tion by integrating multiple frames of moving, grow- 
ing text. 

We have not yet investigated the recognition stage of 
the video extraction problem. Note that it in some ap- 
plications, recognition need not be necessary [ 5 ] .  

While this paper has focused on caption text, the 
ideas presented here could also be applied to extract- 
ing scene text occurring in video. Tracking scene text 
is challenging due to lighting and perspective changes. 
We are investigating the idea of using our texture and 
shape-based algorithms to track scene text events. 
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